Abstract. The aim of this article is to support component-based software engineering by modelling exclusive and inclusive usage of software components. Truong and Bezem describe in several papers abstract languages for component software with the aim to find bounds of the number of instances of components. Their language includes primitives for instantiating and deleting instances of components and operators for sequential, alternative and parallel composition and a scope mechanism. The language is here supplemented with the primitives use , lock and free . The main contribution is a type system which guarantees the safety of usage, in the following way: When a well-typed program executes a subexpression use [x] or lock [x], it is guaranteed that an instance of x is available.
Introduction
The idea of "Mass produced software components" was first formulated by McIlroy [1] in an attempt to encourage the production of software routines in much the same way industry manufactures ordinary, tangible products. The last two decades "component" has got the more general meaning of a highly reusable piece of software. According to Szyperski [2] (p. 3), "(. . . ) software components are executable units of independent production, acquisition, and deployment that can be composed into a functioning system". We will model software that is constructed of such components, and assume that during the execution of such a program, instances of the components can be created, used and deleted.
Efficient component software engineering is not compatible with programmers having to acquire detailed knowledge of the internal structure of components that are being used. Components can also be constructed to use other components, such that instantiating one component, could lead to several instances of other components. This lack of knowledge in combination with nested dependencies weakens the control over resource usage in the composed software.
The goal of this article is to guarantee the safe usage of components, such that one can specify that some instances must be available, possibly exclusively to the current thread of execution. In [3, 4, 5] , Truong and Bezem describe abstract languages for component software with the aim of finding bounds of the number of instances of components existing during and remaining after execution of a component program. Their languages include primitives for instantiating and deleting instances of components and have operators for sequential, alternative and parallel composition and a scope mechanism. The first three operators are well-known, and have been treated by for example Milner [6] (where alternative composition is called summation). The scope mechanism works like this: Any component instantiated in a scope has a lifetime limited to the scope. Furthermore, inside a scope, only instances in the local store of the same scope can be deleted. The types count the maximum number of active component instances during execution and remaining after execution of a component program.
The languages described by Truong and Bezem lack a direct way of specifying that one or more instances of a component must exist at some point in the execution. In this paper we have added the primitives use, lock and free in order to study the usage of components. The first (use) is used for "inclusive usage", that is, when a set of instances must be available, but these instances may be shared between threads. The other form (lock and free ) is used when the instances must exclusively be available for this execution thread. The difference between exclusive and inclusive usage can be seen by comparing the expressions
). The first expression is safe to execute, while executing the latter expression can lead to an error if x is locked, but not freed, by the left thread before it is used by the right thread. Instances of the same component cannot be distinguished, such that locking and freeing is not applied to specific instances, but to the number of instances of each component.
The type system must guarantee that the instances that are to be used are available. The system will not test whether the deletion of instances in local stores is safe, as this can be tested using the type systems in [7, 3, 4, 5] together with an easy translation described in Section 7. Only non-recursive programs are treated, but an extension with loops and simple recursion, described in [7] , can also be applied to this system. Section 2 introduces an example using C++, which is applied to the type system in Section 6. The language of component programs is defined in Section 3, and the operational semantics is defined in Section 4. The types and the type system are explained in Section 5. Important properties of the type system are formulated in Section 7, while the main results concerning correctness are collected in Section 8. The article ends with a section on related work and a conclusion.
Example: Objects on the Free Store in C++
We will introduce an example with dynamically allocated memory in C++ [8] . In Section 6 we will apply the type system to the example. The example is inspired by a similar one in [7] .
In the program fragment in Figure 1 , so-called POSIX threads [9] are used for parallelism. After creating an instance of the class C, the function pthread_create launches a new thread calling the function which is third in the parameter list with the argument which is fourth. This function call, either P1(C_instance) or P2(C_instance), is executed in parallel to P3(C_instance), and the two threads are joined in pthread_join before the instance of C is deleted.
The dynamic data type C and the functions P1, P2, P3 are left abstract. We will assume the latter three functions use the instance of C in some way, and that P2 needs exclusive access to the instance.
void EX(int choice) { pthread_t pth; C* C_instance = new C(); pthread_create(&pth, NULL, choice ? P1 : P2 , C_instance); P3(C_instance); pthread_join(pth, NULL); delete C_instance; } Fig. 1 . C++ code using threads and objects on the free store.
The question in this example is whether we can guarantee that P2 gets exclusive access to the instance of C. In this small example it is possible to see that this is not the case. After the grammar is explained in the next section we will model the program in the language as shown in Figure 2 , and use the type system to answer the question and correct the program.
Syntax
The language for components is parametrized by an arbitrary set C = {a, b, c, . . .} of component names. We let variables x, y, z range over C. Bags and multisets are used frequently in this paper, and will therefore be explained here.
Bags and Multisets
Bags are like sets but allow multiple occurrences of elements. Formally, a bag with underlying set of elements C is a mapping M : C→N. Bags are often also called multisets, but we reserve the term multiset for a concept which allows one to express a deficit of certain elements as well. Formally, a multiset with underlying set of elements C is a mapping M : C→Z. We shall use the operations ∪, ∩, +, − defined on multisets, as well as relations ⊆ and ∈ between multisets and between an element and a multiset, respectively. We recall briefly their definitions: Both multisets and bags will be denoted by M or N (with primes and subscripts), it will always be clear from the context when a bag is meant. For any bag, let set(M ) denote its set of elements, that is, M = {x ∈ C | M (x) > 0}. Note that a bag is also a multiset, while a multiset is also a bag only if it maps all elements to non-negative numbers. 
Grammar
::= bag of elements from C Prog ::= nil | P rog, x − ≺ Expr Component expressions are given by the syntax in Table 1 . We let capital letters A, . . . , E (with primes and subscripts) range over Expr . A component program P is a comma-separated list starting with nil and followed by zero or more component declarations, which are of the form x − ≺ Expr , with x ∈ C (nil will usually be omitted, except in the case of a program containing no declarations). dom(P ) denotes the set of component names declared in P (so dom(nil) = ∅). Declarations of the form x − ≺ nop are used for primitive components, i.e., components that do not use subcomponents.
We have two primitives new and del for creating and deleting instances of a component, three primitives free , lock and use for specifying usage of instances of components and four primitives for composition: sequential composition denoted by juxtaposition, + for choice (also called sum), for parallel and {. . .} for scope. Note that instances of the same component cannot be distinguished.
The effect of lock is therefore to decrease the number of instances available for usage, while free increases this number.
Executing the sum E 1 + E 2 means choosing either one of the expressions E 1 or E 2 and executing that one. Executing E 1 and E 2 in parallel, that is, executing (E 1 E 2 ), means executing both expressions in some arbitrary interleaved order. Executing an expression inside a scope, {[ ], E} means executing E, while only allowing deletion of instances inside the same scope, and after the execution of E, deleting all instances inside the scope.
The grammatical ambiguity in the rule for Expr is unproblematic. Like in process algebra, sequential composition can be viewed as an associative multiplication operation and products may be denoted as E E instead of E · E . The operations + and are also associative and we only parenthesize if necessary to prevent ambiguity. Sequential composition has the highest precedence, followed by and then +. The primitive nop models zero or more operations that do not involve component instantiation or deallocation.
In the third clause of the grammar we define scope expressions, used to limit the lifetime of instances and the scope of deletion. A scope expression is a pair of a bag, called the local store, and an expression. Scope expressions appearing in a component declaration in a program are required to have an empty local store. Non-empty local stores only appear during execution of a program.
Definition 1. By var(E) we denote the set of component names occurring in E,
The size of a program P , denoted σ(P ), is defined by σ(P, x − ≺ A) = σ(P ) + 1 + σ(A) and σ(nil) = 1.
Examples
We assume that a program is executed by executing newx, where x is the last component declared in the program, starting with empty stores of component instances. Examples of programs that will execute properly and will be welltyped are Example 1.
Examples of programs that can, for some reason, produce an error are:
The first program leaves one instance of x locked after execution. The second will get stuck as no instance of x will be available for use by the use-statement. The third might also get stuck. Note that there exists an error-free execution of the third program, where the left branch of (use[x] lock[x]) is executed before the right one. But as we do not wish to make any assumptions about the scheduling of the parallel execution, we consider this an error. The fourth program tries to free a component instance that is not locked. The fifth program has a run in which free[x] is executed, but no instance of x has been locked.
C++ Example
We now describe the model of the example program in Figure  1 . Functions (such as EX) as well as objects on the free store (such as C_instance) are modelled as components. We let callf abbreviate newf delf and use this expression to model a function call. Note that f is deleted automatically by callf , which models the (automatic) deallocation of stack objects created by f . However, the subcomponents of f are not deleted by delf . We use small letters for the component names and model functions as components, where the function body is given by the right hand side of the declaration. Since P2 needs exclusive access to an instance of C we add lock[c] free [c] to the declaration of p 2 . For p 1 and p 3 we indicate the non-exclusive usage by use [c] . Collecting all declarations we get the program in Figure 2 . A state (M u , {M, E}) expresses that we execute E with a local bag M and a global bag M u of instances of components. The operational semantics is given in Table 2 as a state transition system in the style of structural operational semantics [10] . The inductive rules are osPar1, osPar2, osScp and osSeq. The other rules are not inductive, but osNew, osDel, osLock, osUse and osPop are conditional with the condition specified as a premiss of the rule. The transition relation with respect to a program P is denoted by P , with transitive and reflexive closure by * P . Table 2 . Transition rules for a component program P
Operational Semantics
(osNop) (Mu, {M, nop E}) P (Mu, {M, E}) (osNew) x − ≺ A ∈ P (Mu, {M, new x}) P (Mu + x, {M + x, A}) (osDel) x ∈ (M ∩ Mu) (Mu, {M, delx}) P (Mu − x, {M − x, nop}) (osLock) N ⊆ Mu (Mu, {M, lock N }) P (Mu − N, {M, nop}) (osFree) (Mu, {M, free N }) P (Mu + N, {M, nop}) (osUse) N ⊆ Mu (Mu, {M, use N }) P (Mu, {M, nop}) (osScp) (Mu, {N, A}) P (M u , {N , A }) (Mu, {M, {N, A}}) P (M u , {M, {N , A }}) (osPop) N ⊆ Mu (Mu, {M, {N, nop}}) P (Mu − N, {M, nop}) (osAlti) i ∈ {1, 2} (Mu, {M, (E1 + E2)}) P (Mu, {M, Ei}) (osSeq) (Mu, {M, A}) P (M u , {M , A }) (Mu, {M, A E}) P (M u , {M , A E}) (osParEnd) (Mu, {M, (nop nop)}) P (Mu, {M, nop}) (osPar1) (Mu, {M, E1}) P (M u , {M , E 1 }) (Mu, {M, (E1 E2)}) P (M u , {M , (E 1 E2)}) (osPar2) (Mu, {M, E2}) P (M u , {M , E 2 }) (Mu, {M, (E1 E2)})
Unsafe States
A stuck state is usually defined as a state which is not terminal, and where there is no possible next transition. We wish to use a different condition, because we want to assure that all possible runs are error-free. This means that we do not assume anything about the interleaving used in parallel executions. This is more in line with how parallelism works by default in many environments, for example with pthreads and C++ without mutex locking. Informally, we call a state unsafe if there is at least one transition which cannot be used in this state, but which would be possible with a larger global store. For example,
is an unsafe state, because using osPar1 is only possible with a larger global store.
Definition 3 (Unsafe states
It is also possible to characterize the unsafe states with the following inductive rules parametrized by a program P and bags M u and M : for all x and N , where
and (M u , {M, {N, nop}}) are unsafe, and for all expressions E and
Recall that deletion of component instances in the local store is assumed to always be safe, as this can be assured by the system in [7] . A state which is not unsafe is called safe.
Valid States
For some state (M u , {M, E}) in a run, M u models all component instances available for usage. We must therefore have M u no larger than the sum of N in all subexpressions {N, A} of E. To express this property more formally we need a way to sum all the local stores in an expression. In doing so, however, one counts in instances that will never coexist, such as in {M 1 , E 1 }+{M 2 , E 2 } and {M 1 , E 1 } {M 2 , E 2 }. Therefore we also define the notion of a valid expression, in which irrelevant bags are empty.
Definition 4 (Sum of local stores). For any expression E, let ΣE be the sum of all N in subexpressions {N, A} of E. More formally: Σ{M, E} = M +ΣE and
An expression E is valid if for all subexpressions of the form (E 1 + E 2 ) we have Σ(E 1 + E 2 ) = [ ], and for all subexpressions of the form F E , F a factor, we have ΣE = [ ].
Note that an expression is valid if and only if all its subexpressions are valid. We will say that a state (M u , {M, E}) is valid if and only if E is valid. The initial state is valid by definition. In any declaration x − ≺ E, since only empty bags are allowed to occur in E, E is obviously valid and ΣE = [ ].
5 Type System
Types
A type of a component expression is a tuple X = X u , X n , X l , X d , X p , X h , where X n , X u and X p are bags and X l , X d and X h are multisets. We use U, . . . , Z to denote types. The properties of the different parts of the types are summarized in Table 3 , and will be explained below. The bag X u (u for "usage") contains the minimum size the global store must have for an expression to be safely executed.
Because of sequential composition, we also need a multiset X l . To run the expression E 1 E 2 , we must not only know the minimum safe sizes for executing E 1 and E 2 separately, but also how much E 1 decreases or increases the global store. The multiset X l therefore contains, for each x ∈ C, the lowest net increase in the number of instances in the global store after the execution of the expression. (Where a decrease is negative increase.) This implies that, if the type of E is X and if (M u , {M, E}) *
The scope operator makes necessary the component X d . When a scope is popped with the rule osPop, the remaining bag in the scope is subtracted from the global store. The difference between these two bags must therefore be controlled by X d . In addition, concerning the two alternatives joined in a choice expression, the net effect on the difference between the global store and the local store must be equal. An example of an invalid expression excluded by this rule is (lock x + usex). If the latter expression was allowed in a program, it would not Table 3 . The parts of the types X u : Minimum safe size of the global store. X n : Largest decrease of the global store during execution. X l : Lower bound of the net effect on the global store. X d : Net change in the difference between the local and the global store.
Maximum increase, during execution, of the difference between the global store and the sum of all local stores.
Maximum net effect on the difference between the global store and the sum of all the local stores.
be possible to give the guarantees needed for osPop to the number of instances of x locked after execution. The multiset X d therefore contains the exact change in the difference between the local store and the global store made by execution of the expression. This difference is independent of how the expression is executed. This implies that, if the type of E is X and if (M u , {M, E}) *
. Parallel composition necessitates the bag X n . The minimum safe size for executing (E 1 E 2 ) depends not only on the minimum safe size for executing each of E 1 and E 2 , but also on how much each of them decreases the global store. For example, both use x and lock x free x need one instance of x, but usex usex also needs only one, whereas lockx freex lock x free x needs two instances of x. X n contains, for each x ∈ C, the highest negative net change in the number of instances in the global store during the execution of the expression. This implies that, if the type of E is X and if (M u , {M, E}) * 
is correct and should be well-typed. There is a need for types concerned with the difference between the number of instances in the sum of all local stores and the number of instances in the global store. If (M u , {M, E}) is a state during the execution of a component program, then the value of (M u − Σ{M, E})(x) for a component x is negative if an instance of x is locked, but not yet freed, and positive if it has been freed without being locked. The latter is seen as an error and should not occur in the run of a well-typed program. The bag X p and multiset X h are used for keeping track of the set M u − Σ{M, E}, and contain, the highest positive net change during execution and the highest net increase of this bag after execution. This implies that if the type of E is X, then if (M u , {M, E}) *
In the type of a well-typed program these parts must be empty bags.
Typing Rules
The typing rules in Table 4 and Table 5 must be understood with the above interpretation in mind. They define a ternary typing relation Γ E : X and a binary typing relation P : Γ in the usual inductive way. Here Γ is usually called a basis, mapping component names to the type of the expression in its declaration. In the relation P : Γ , Γ can be viewed as a type of P . An expression of the form Γ E : X or P : Γ will be called a typing and will also be phrased as 'expression E has type X in Γ ' or 'program P has type Γ ', respectively.
A basis Γ is a partial mapping of components x ∈ C to types. By dom(Γ ) we denote the domain of Γ , and for any x ∈ dom(Γ ), Γ (x) denotes its type in Γ .
For a set S ⊆ dom(Γ ), Γ | S is Γ restricted to the domain S. For any x ∈ C and type X, {x → X} denotes a basis with domain {x} and which maps x to X. An expression E is called typable in Γ if Γ E : X for some type X. The latter type X will be proved to be unique and will sometimes be denoted by Γ (E). Table 4 . Typing Rules
Definition 5 (Well-typed program). A program P with at least one declaration is well-typed if there are Γ and X such that P : Γ , Γ new x : X and
where x is the last component declared in P .
The condition in Definition 5 that parts X d , X u and X p be empty deserves an explanation. X d must be empty, because the global and local store must be equal in the final state, that is, no instances are still locked when the program ends. X u is the minimum safe size of the global store, and we assume the program is executed starting with an empty global store, so X u must be empty. X p must be empty, because this is the only way to guarantee that, during execution, no instance is freed, unless there already is a locked instance of the same component.
Type inference in this system is similar to [7, 3, 4, 5] . In particular, the type inference algorithm has quadratic runtime. An implementation of the type system can be downloaded from the author's website.
C++ Example Continued
Recall the C++ program in Figure 1 and the component program in Figure 2 . Type inference gives the following results: 
Properties of the Type System
The following Theorem 1 is a combination of several statements which in combination are often called soundness or safety. Items 1, 2 and 3 are similar to the properties often called preservation, progress and termination, respectively. (See for example [11] ). Items 1, 4 and 5 assert that the parts of the types have the meanings given in 5.1.
Theorem 1 (Soundness). If P : Γ , Γ E : X, E is valid and X u ⊆ M u , then the following holds:
Finally, we summarize the properties of the type system for well-typed programs, as defined in Definition 5 on page 11. The reader is referred to the paragraph following Definition 5 for an explanation of the three bags required to be empty, to Section 4.1 and Definition 3 for an explanation of safe states, and to Section 4.2 for an explanation of why it is important that M u ⊆ Σ{M , E }. The following theorem states that the types are sharp. Informally, this means, they are as small as they can be, while still guaranteeing safety of execution. The part X d is not included as it is already stated in Theorem 1 to be exact. The property is formulated differently for the part X u because of its nature -the other parts contain information about how some of the bags or the difference between them change, while X u only states the minimum safe size of the bag M u .
Theorem 2 (Sharpness). Assume some program P , bags M and M u and valid expression E such that P : Γ and Γ E : X and M u ⊆ Σ{M, E}
l For every y ∈ C there exists a terminal state
. h For every y ∈ C there exists a terminal state (M u , {M , nop}) such that (M u , {M, E}) * P (M u , {M , nop}) and (M u −M )−(M u −Σ{M, E})(y) = X h (y).
Related Work and Conclusion
There is a large amount of work related to similar problems. Most approaches differ from this article by using super-polynomial algorithms, by assuming more on the runtime scheduling of parallel executions, or by treating only memory consumption. For the functional languages, see e.g. [12, 13, 14, 15] . Popea and Chin in [16] also discuss usage in a related way. Their algorithm depends on solving constraints in Presburger arithmetic, which in the worst case uses doubly exponential time. Igarashi and Kobayashi in [17] , analyse the resource usage problem for an extension of simply typed lambda calculus including resource usage. The algorithm extracts the set of possible traces of usage from the program, and then decides whether all these traces are allowed by the specification. This latter problem is still computationally hard to solve and undecidable in the worst case. Parallel composition is not considered. For the imperative paradigm, which is closer to the system described here, e.g. [18, 19, 20] treat memory usage. The problem of component usage in a parallel setting is related to prevention of deadlocks and race conditions. Boyapati et al. describe in [21] an explicitly typed system for verifying there are no deadlocks or race conditions in Java programs. In addition to the higher level of detail, the main difference from the system described in this article is the assumptions on the scheduling of parallel executions, namely the ability of a thread to wait until another thread frees/releases a lock. This scheduling has of course a cost in terms of added runtime and of complexity of the implementation. We have defined a component language with a small-step operational semantics and a type system. The type system combined with the system in [7] or the system in [4] guarantees that the execution of a well-typed program will terminate and cannot reach an unsafe state. The language described in this article is an extension of the language first described in [5] , and uses the results from [5, 7] . The properties proved in the current article are new, though, and in some ways orthogonal to those shown in [5, 7] . The language we introduced is inspired by CCS [6] , with the atomic actions interpreted as component instantiation, deallocation and usage. The basic operators are sequential, alternative and parallel composition and a scope operator. The operational semantics is SOS-style [10] , with the approach to soundness similar in spirit to [22] . We have presented a type system for this language which predicts sharp bounds of the number of instances of components necessary for safe execution. The type inference algorithm has quadratic runtime.
